
  

WE WILL MISS YOU! 
 

On Wednesday evening we celebrated with the 6th class of 2020 at their graduation 

ceremony held in the Community Centre.  Though numbers were limited due to 

Covid-19 restrictions as we observed physical distancing guidelines, nonetheless we 

had a very enjoyable gathering. 

 

Fr Brian, our school chaplain, opened the evening with a warm welcome to all 

present.  A short prayer service followed, including a reading by Ian McEvoy, parent 

of Riane and Keiana, and readers from our Prayers of the Faithful school group, 

prepared by Catherine Shevlin, parent of Luke.  6th Class Teacher, Ms Michelle 

Condron, read out a beautiful reflection entitled ‘I Believe’. 

 

Mary Gilmore, mother of Eve, spoke on behalf of all the 6th class parents as she 

thanked the staff of Scoil Mhuire gan Smál for the care and dedication that they 

bring to their roles. 

 

Mrs Kirby spoke of the journey undertaken by the pupils so far and of the challenges 

and opportunities that will be presented to them in the next chapter of their lives, 

reminding them that “no matter what the weather, they can always bring their own 

sunshine”. 

 

An award ceremony followed.  Gold and silver medals were awarded for attendance, 

with a special award reserved for Eve Gilmore in acknowledgement of an 

outstanding 8 years of perfect attendance at Scoil Mhuire gan Smál! 

 

Graduation certificates and copies of ‘I Believe’ were presented to each pupil, along 

with a DVD kindly donated by Brian Donnelly, which captured key moments in the 

pupils’ journey from Junior Infants to 6th Class.  This was viewed to much delight of 

all present and will be treasured for years to come. 

 

Finally, thank you to Adrian Conlon, father of Robbie, who donated the services of 

‘The Brew Crew’ while the pupils enjoyed an ice cream and a final play in the 

playground as the 6th Class of 2020. 

 

Go n-éirí an bóthar libh a pháistí. 

 

From all at Scoil Mhuire gan Smál 

 


